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Abstract

Embedded schedulers often must perform within very limited computational resources. We describe an approach for
automatically deriving problem specific control knowledge
for a one-shot (non-backtracking) scheduler. In this application, the onboard scheduler allows the rover to take advantage of run-time variations (e.g., execution durations) by
rescheduling. Because the general structure of the schedule
is known a priori on the ground before uplink, we use both
analysis of the schedule dependencies and simulation feedback to derive problem specific control knowledge to improve the onboard scheduler performance.
We study this problem in the context of setting activity parameters—specifically activity priorities and preferred
times—as part of the ground operations process for a scheduler (Rabideau and Benowitz 2017) designed to run onboard NASA’s next planetary rover, the Mars 2020 (M2020)
rover (Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2018). This scheduler is
extremely computationally limited; even without backtracking a single scheduling run is estimated to take up to 60 seconds, making ground analysis to improve scheduler performance critical. Also, during operations onboard the rover,
the scheduler will be re invoked in response to execution

feedback - causing rescheduling approximately 15 times per
sol. Thus, any ground analysis must take into account execution uncertainty and multiple scheduler re-invocations.
For our problem, aside from the activity parameters, the onboard scheduler is treated as a “black box”; we can only set
input activity parameters.
Since the scheduler does not backtrack across activity
placements, both the order in which it considers activities and each activity’s preferred start time heavily influence the resulting schedule quality. We therefore search the
space of both a) activity priorities (which determine the order in which the scheduler considers activities) and b) preferred start times (which influence the start times for activity placement). At each step in the search, a Monte Carlo
simulation is conducted to assess the likelihood of each
activity being executed. Using an approach analogous to
Squeaky Wheel Optimization (Joslin and Clements 1999),
these Monte Carlo runs are automatically analyzed and provide feedback into activity priority and preferred time adjustment, affecting both the initial schedule generation and
rescheduling. This search in the activity parameter space
continues until all requested activities are expected to be
included or a resource bound is exceeded. We call this approach Parameter Search and we present empirical results
that show that Parameter Search outperforms several static
priority assignment algorithms (those that do not use Monte
Carlo feedback) including manual expert derived priority
setting.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First
we describe our formulation of the scheduling problem, metrics for schedule quality, and the onboard scheduling algorithm. Second, we describe several static approaches to priority assignment as well as our Parameter Search approach
that leverages Monte Carlo simulation feedback. Third, we
describe empirical results demonstrating the efficacy of Parameter Search over static algorithms by evaluating on constrained variations of sol types, the best available anticipated
operations plans for the M2020 planetary rover mission. Finally, we describe related and future work and conclusions.
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Rabideau and Benowitz 2017 define the M2020 scheduling
problem as follows; the scheduler is given
• a list of activities

We describe use of Monte Carlo simulation to optimize
schedule parameters for execution and rescheduling robustness in the face of execution uncertainties. We search in the
activity input parameter space where a) the onboard scheduler is a one shot non-backtracking scheduler and b) the activity input priority determines the order in which activities
are considered for placement in the schedule. We show that
simulation driven search for activity parameters outperforms
static priority assignment. Our approach can be viewed as
using simulation feedback to determine problem specific
heuristics e.g. Squeaky Wheel Optimization. These techniques are currently baselined for use in the ground operations of NASA’s next planetary rover, the Mars 2020 rover.
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